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A search fornm ! ne oscillations has been conducted at the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility by
usingnm from m1 decay at rest. Thene are detected via the reactionne p ! e1 n, correlated with a
g from np ! dg (2.2 MeV). The use of tight cuts to identifye1 events with correlatedg rays yields
22 events withe1 energy between 36 and60 MeV and only4.6 6 0.6 background events. A fit to
the e1 events between 20 and60 MeV yields a total excess of51.0120.2

219.5 6 8.0 events. If attributed
to nm ! ne oscillations, this corresponds to an oscillation probability of (0.31 6 0.12 6 0.05)%.
[S0031-9007(96)01375-0]

PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 13.15.+g
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We present the results from a search for neutrino
cillations using the Liquid Scintillator Neutrino Detecto
(LSND) apparatus described in Ref. [1]. The existence
neutrino oscillations would imply that neutrinos have ma
and that there is mixing among the different flavors of ne
trinos. Candidate events in a search for the transforma
nm ! ne from neutrino oscillations with the LSND de
tector have previously been reported [2] for data taken
1993 and 1994. Data taken in 1995 have been include
this paper, and the analysis has been made more effic

Protons are accelerated by the Los Alamos Me
Physics Facility (LAMPF) linac to 800 MeV kinetic energ
and pass through a series of targets, culminating with
A6 beam stop. The primary neutrino flux comes fromp1

produced in a 30-cm-long water target in the A6 beam s
[1]. The total charge delivered to the beam stop wh
the detector recorded data was 1787 C in 1993, 590
in 1994, and 7081 C in 1995. Neutrino fluxes used in o
calculations include upstream targets and changes in ta
configuration during these three years of data taking.

Most of the p1 come to rest and decay throug
the sequencep1 ! m1nm, followed bym1 ! e1nenm,
supplyingnm with a maximum energy of 52.8 MeV. Th
energy dependence of thenm flux from decay at rest
3082 0031-9007y96y77(15)y3082(4)$10.00
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(DAR) is very well known, and the absolute value
known to 7% [1,3]. The open space around the tar
is short compared to the pion decay length, so only 3%
the p1 decay in flight (DIF). A much smaller fraction
(approximately 0.001%) of the muons DIF, due to t
difference in lifetimes and that ap1 must first DIF. The
total nm flux averaged over the detector volume, includi
contributions from upstream targets and all elements
the beam stop, was7.6 3 10210nmycm2yprotony.

A ne component in the beam comes from the sy
metrical decay chain starting with ap2. This back-
ground is suppressed by three factors in this experim
First, p1 production is about 8 times thep2 produc-
tion in the beam stop. Second, 95% ofp2 come to rest
and are absorbed before decay in the beam stop. T
88% of m2 from p2 DIF are captured from atomic or
bit, a process which does not give ane. Thus the rela-
tive yield, compared to the positive channel, is estima
to be, s1y8d 3 0.05 3 0.12  7.5 3 1024. A detailed
Monte Carlo simulation [3] gives a value of7.8 3 1024

for the flux ratio ofne to nm.
The detector is a tank filled with 167 metric tons of dilu

liquid scintillator, located about 30 m from the neutrin
source and surrounded on all sides except the bot
© 1996 The American Physical Society
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by a liquid scintillator veto shield. The dilute mixtur
allows the detection in photomultiplier tubes (PMTs)
bothČerenkov light and isotropic scintillation light, so tha
reconstruction provides robust particle identification (PI
for e6 along with thee6 position and the direction of the
event. PID is based on the quality of the position a
Čerenkov angle fits and on the relative amount of ea
light [1]. The detector needs to distinguish between eve
induced byne (oscillation candidates) from the even
produced by thene. LSND detectsne via nep ! e1n, a
process with a well-known cross section [4], followed b
the neutron-capture reactionnp ! d g (2.2 MeV). Thus
the oscillation event signature consists of an “electro
signal, followed by a2.2 MeV photon correlated with
the electron signal in both position and time. Detecti
of DAR ne in LSND is dominated by charged curren
reactions on12C, but an electron fromne

12C ! e2 12N
has energyEe , 36 MeV because of the mass differenc
of 12C and the lowest lying12N state. Moreover, the DAR
production of a correlated photon fromne

12C ! e2n 11N
can occur only forEe , 20 MeV because of the threshol
for free neutron production.

Cosmic rays are suppressed at the trigger level
use of the veto shield and by rejecting events with a
evidence for a muon in the previous 15.2ms [1]. Even
so, the trigger rate is dominated by this background, w
actualn-induced events contributing less than, 1025 of
all triggers. Because the data acquisition and trigger
[1] do not depend on whether the beam is on or o
the beam-on to beam-off duty ratio could be measu
from triggered events; it averaged0.070 6 0.001 over the
three years of data. The beam-unrelated backgroun
any beam-on sample is thus well measured from the m
larger beam-off sample and can be subtracted. The
used to selecte1 candidates are designed to discrimina
heavily against this background, so that the statisti
error from this subtraction can be kept small relative
the beam-dependent signal.

Separation of correlated neutron-capture photons fr
accidental signals is achieved using an approximate li
lihood ratio R [2,5] for the correlated and accidenta
hypotheses. R is defined using distributions [5] of the
number of hit PMTs for the reconstructedg and of the
time and distance between the primary event and thag.
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These three “correlatedg” distributions are found to be
approximately independent of the primary event locatio
in the fiducial volume. Nevertheless, theR distribution
is determined from the position distribution of the even
when fitting the data. For purposes of fitting, theR distri-
bution for accidental photons is taken fromgs in the last
250 ms of the 1 msg window and from laser calibration
events. That for correlated photons is taken from cosm
ray neutron events either directly or as modified for th
lower-energy neutrons of interest by using a Monte Car
simulation of the distance distribution, with fit results av
eraged over the two cases.

We present analysis of the full1993 1 1994 1 1995
data sample for two sets of positron selection cuts. S
lection I (see Table I) corresponds to the criteria used
our previous paper on the 1993 and 1994 data [2]. T
1995 data increase integrated delivered beam by a fac
of 1.9, with a corresponding increase in backgrounds
4.3 6 0.5 events using selection I cuts; the total number
corresponding candidate events is increased from 9 to
Selection VI uses new insight into the nature of the bea
off backgrounds to further reduce these backgrounds wh
relaxing other criteria to increase the signal efficiency b
about 40%. The criteria were chosen, and efficiencies d
termined, using several control samples taken as part of
data stream. A sample of “Michel” electrons from the de
cays of stopping cosmic ray muons is used to character
energy calibration, resolution, and PID. Cosmic ray ne
trons stopping in the detector are used for the 2.2 MeVg

properties and as a “nonelectron” control sample for ele
tron PID. Other neutrino induced interactions in the d
tector includingnm

12C ! m2X [6] and ne
12C ! e2X

are also used to check efficiencies and backgrounds. R
dom triggers in association with tank calibration are us
to determine veto efficiencies, readout dead time, and
distribution ofR for accidentally coincidentg.

The primary particle in ane event candidate is required
to have a PID consistent with a positron. The selecti
I criteria for PID were previously described [2], giving
an efficiency for positrons in the36 , Ee , 60 MeV
energy range of0.77 6 0.02. Selection VI loosens the
PID criteria to increase PID efficiency to0.84 6 0.02.

Selection I removed all events with the time to th
previous triggered eventDtp , 50 ms to eliminate Michel
-off

TABLE I. The number of signal and background events in the36 , Ee , 60 MeV energy
range. EyF is the excess number of events divided by the total efficiency. The beam
background has been scaled to the beam-on time. VIb is a restrictive geometry test.

Selection Signal Beam-Off n Bkgd. Excess EyF

I R $ 0 221 133.6 6 3.1 53.5 6 6.8 33.9 6 16.6 130 6 64
I R . 30 13 2.8 6 0.4 1.5 6 0.3 8.7 6 3.6 146 6 61

VI R $ 0 300 160.5 6 3.4 76.2 6 9.7 63.3 6 20.1 171 6 54
VI R . 30 22 2.5 6 0.4 2.1 6 0.4 17.4 6 4.7 205 6 54

VIb R $ 0 99 33.5 6 1.5 34.3 6 4.4 31.2 6 11.0 187 6 66
VIb R . 30 6 0.8 6 0.2 0.9 6 0.2 4.3 6 2.5 110 6 63
3083
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electrons from muon decay. Selection VI requiredDtp

greater than20 ms, and no activities between20 and
34 ms before the event trigger time with more tha
50 PMT hits or reconstructed within 2 m from the
positron position. The selection I and VI efficiencies a
0.50 6 0.02 and 0.68 6 0.02, respectively. The time to
any subsequent triggered event,Dta, is required to be
. 8 ms to remove events which are misidentified muon
which decay (0.99 6 0.01 efficiency). The reconstructed
positron location was required to be a distanceD .

35 cm from the surface tangent to the faces of the PM
(0.85 6 0.05 efficiency). This assures that the positro
is in a region of the tank in which the energy and PI
responses vary smoothly and are well understood. The
cm cut also avoids the region of the tank with the highe
cosmic ray background.

To suppress cosmic ray neutrons, the number of asso
atedg with R . 1.5 is required to be no more than two fo
selection I (0.99 6 0.01 efficiency) and no more than one
for selection VI (0.94 6 0.01 efficiency). Recoil neutrons
from the nep ! e1n reaction are too low in energy to
knock out additional neutrons. The number of veto shie
hits associated with the events is no more than one for
lection I (0.84 6 0.02 efficiency) and no more than three
for selection VI (0.98 6 0.01 efficiency).

Beam-off data surviving these cuts were found to in
clude cosmic ray events entering the detector tank fro
outside. We have found two new criteria which are effe
tive at reducing this background. One is the distributio
of angles between thee1 direction and its position vec-
tor relative to the tank center—background events te
to head inwards. The other is in the distribution of ve
hits—cosmic ray events tend to have more of them. The
two distributions are used in a way analogous to theR pa-
rameter discussed earlier in defining a likelihood ratio,S
[5]. For selection VI, but not I, we requireS . 0.5, a
cut that loses 13% of the expected neutrino signal wh
eliminating 33% of the beam-off background. Includin
a 0.97 6 0.01 data acquisition efficiency gives overall ef
ficiencies of0.26 6 0.02 for selection I and0.37 6 0.03
for selection VI.

The backgrounds tonep ! e1n followed by n cap-
ture fall into three general classes: beam-off events (c
mic ray induced), beam-related events with correlat
neutrons, and beam-related events with an accidentalg.
As outlined above, the cosmic ray background to bea
on events is 0.07 times the number of beam-off even
which pass the same criteria. The major sources of bea
induced backgrounds are fromm2 DAR, discussed above,
and fromp2 DIF in the beam stop. The latter results i
a background fromnm p interactions where the finalm1

is missed, and its Michel decay positron is mistaken f
a primary ne p event. Thesenm backgrounds are esti-
mated using the detector Monte Carlo simulation [1,5
The backgrounds with accidentalg overlap are greatly
reduced by selection on theR parameter. Details of all
backgrounds considered are presented in Ref. [5].
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Table I lists the number of signal, beam-off-
background, and neutrino-background events for th
two selections with36 , Ee , 60 MeV—to avoid large
accidental-g backgrounds. The likelihood ratioR is used
to determine whether a candidate 2.2 MeVg is correlated
with an electron or from an accidental coincidence
Requiring R . 30 (correlated-g efficiency  0.23) we
observe 22 events beam-on and36 3 0.07  2.5 events
beam-off. The estimated beam-related background co
sists of1.72 6 0.41 events with correlated neutrons and
0.41 6 0.06 without. The probability that the beam-on
events are entirely due to a statistical fluctuation of th
4.6 6 0.6 event expected total background is4.1 3 1028.
Figure 1(a) shows the energy distribution of all primar
electrons which pass selection VI with associatedR $ 0.
Figure 1(b) shows the electron energy distribution fo
selection VI withR . 30.

Kolmogorov tests have been done to check for une
pected concentrations of events in position (e.g., in regio
of high cosmic ray org backgrounds), energy, or time
(year). No consistency check yields a probability so low
as to demonstrate a serious inconsistency [5]. A restricti
geometric cut, removing the 55% of the selection VI acce
tance with highest cosmic ray rates [5,7], also demonstra
no inconsistency; its results are labeled VIb in Table I.

To determine the oscillation probability we fit the overal
R distribution, for events satisfying selection VI, in the
full energy range20 , Ee , 60 MeV. The larger energy
range is used in this and the following fit to utilize the
maximum amount of data and is made possible by o
increased understanding of the background processes.
1763 beam-on and 11981 beam-off events were fit b
a x2 method which took spatial variations in accidenta
photon rates into account by averaging the appropriateR
distributions at the positions of each positron. The result

FIG. 1. The energy distribution for events which pass sele
tion VI with (a) R $ 0 and (b) R . 30. Shown in the fig-
ure are the beam-excess data, estimated neutrino backgro
(dashed), and expected distribution for neutrino oscillations
largeDm2 plus estimated neutrino background (solid).
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FIG. 2. TheR distribution, beam-on minus beam-off exces
for events that satisfy selection VI and that have energies in
range20 , Ee , 60 MeV. The solid curve is the best fit to
the data, the dashed curve is the uncorrelatedg component of
the fit, and the dotted curve is the correlatedg component.

the fit is shown in Fig. 2. It yielded63.5120.0
219.3 beam-related

events with a correlatedg and 861.6219.5
120.0 beam-related

events without a correlatedg. The latter is consisten
with a calculated background estimate of795 6 134 such
events. Subtracting the estimated neutrino backgro
with a correlatedg (12.5 6 2.9 events) results in a ne
excess of51.0120.2

219.5 events, corresponding to an oscillatio
probability of s0.31 6 0.12 6 0.05d%, where the second
error is systematic. A likelihood fit which uses individu
local accidental-g R distributions for each positron gave
consistent result ofs0.30 6 0.12 6 0.05d%.

For simplicity we present the results in the tw
generation formalism, in which the mixing probability
written as P  sin2 2u sin2s1.27Dm2LyEnd, where u is
the mixing angle,Dm2 is the difference of the square
of the two mass eigenstates in eV2, L is the distance
from neutrino production in meters, andEn is the neutrino
energy in MeV. An overall likelihood fit has been mad
to determine favored regions in theDm2 vs sin2 2u

parameter space for two-neutrino mixing. The fit w
made to distributions in the observed event energy,
neutron likelihood ratioR, the reconstructed directio
of the electron relative to the neutrino beam directio
and the distance of the primary event from the be
stop neutrino source. The beam-related and cos
ray backgrounds were added to the expected neut
oscillation signal, and a likelihood was calculated for
range ofDm2 vs sin2 2u values. Figure 3 shows region
which are within 2.3 and 4.5 log-likelihood units of th
maximum. These values are motivated by the fact t
they would define 90% and 99% confidence level regio
respectively, for a two-dimensional Gaussian likeliho
function. They do not define exact confidence limits b
show the regions favored by the experiment. The favo
regions have been enlarged to account for system
effects by varying the inputs to the fit to reflect uncertain
in backgrounds, neutrino fluxes, and theR distribution
shape. Figure 3 also shows the90% C.L. limits from
KARMEN [8] (dashed curve), E776 (dotted curve) [9
and the Bugey reactor [10] (dot-dashed curve).
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FIG. 3. Plot of the LSNDDm2 vs sin2 2u favored regions.
The shaded regions are the favored likelihood regions a
defined in the text. Also shown are90% C.L. limits from
KARMEN at ISIS (dashed curve), E776 at BNL (dotted curve),
and the Bugey reactor experiment (dot-dashed curve)

This paper reports the observation of 22 electron even
in the 36 , Ee , 60 MeV energy range that are corre-
lated in time and space with a low-energyg with R . 30,
and the total estimated background from conventiona
processes is4.6 6 0.6 events. The probability that this
excess is due to a statistical fluctuation is4.1 3 1028. A
fit to the full energy range20 , Ee , 60 MeV gives an
oscillation probability ofs0.31 6 0.12 6 0.05d%. These
results may be interpreted as evidence fornm ! ne oscil-
lations within the favored range of Fig. 3.
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